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A major enigma in evolutionary biology is that new forms or functions often require the concerted effects of several independent
genetic changes. It is unclear how such changes might accumulate when they are likely to be deleterious individually and be lost
by selective pressure. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae prion [PSI+] is an epigenetic modi®er of the ®delity of translation termination,
but its impact on yeast biology has been unclear. Here we show that [PSI+] provides the means to uncover hidden genetic variation
and produce new heritable phenotypes. Moreover, in each of the seven genetic backgrounds tested, the constellation of
phenotypes produced was unique. We propose that the epigenetic and metastable nature of [PSI+] inheritance allows yeast cells to
exploit pre-existing genetic variation to thrive in ¯uctuating environments. Further, the capacity of [PSI+] to convert previously
neutral genetic variation to a non-neutral state may facilitate the evolution of new traits.

How might several independent genetic changes occur in concert to
produce a new form or function? One solution is to posit the
existence of mechanisms that allow changes to accumulate in a
temporarily neutral fashion. Such a mechanism was proposed in
1972 when Koch1 extended Ohno's recognition of the importance of
gene duplications in the evolution of new functions2 to include
inactivation, modi®cation and reactivation. A duplicated gene that
is retained in an inactive state would be free to accumulate varia-
tions that might compromise ®tness, and bene®cial combinatorial
change could occur upon reactivation1. Gene duplications are
common and these genes frequently acquire divergent functions3±5,
indicating that such a mechanism may have operated widely in
evolution. However, the known mechanisms for the reactivation of
inactive genes work sporadically, act infrequently and provide no
obvious means for sampling coding changes in several genes
simultaneously6.

Here we report that a protein-based element of inheritance (a
prion) in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae provides a means to
expose this and other types of silent protein-coding information.
The prion [PSI+] reduces the ®delity with which ribosomes termi-
nate translation at stop codons in a metastable, heritable manner7±9.
The reduction in translational ®delity caused by [PSI+] is routinely
monitored by the production of active products from genetic
markers containing stop-codon mutations7. Presumably, [PSI+]
also causes ribosomes to read through some naturally occurring
stop-codons, but its biological signi®cance is a mystery.

Despite this uncertainty, a great deal of information has accu-
mulated on the mechanism of [PSI+] inheritance because it repre-
sents a new class of genetic elements that produce heritable changes
in phenotype with no underlying changes in nucleic acids10. [PSI+]
propagates through a self-perpetuating change in the state of Sup35,
a translation termination factor11±14. In its prion state, Sup35 forms
inactive complexes that have the capacity to capture newly made
Sup35 and convert it to the same form, perpetuating the loss-of-
function phenotype13.

Sup35 has three distinct regions15±17. The carboxyl-terminal
region (C) is responsible for the translation-termination activity
and is essential for viability18. The amino-terminal (N) and middle
(M) regions allow Sup35 to acquire a stable prion conformation and
switch between [PSI+] and [psi-] states13,14,18,19. The N and M regions
can be deleted in cells that do not carry the prion, [psi-] cells, with
no apparent effect18. Deletion of N and M in [PSI+] cells results in

the loss of the prion and restoration of translational ®delity18. The
prion-determining region of Sup35 has been retained in distantly
related yeast20±23, indicating that the unusual ability of Sup35 to
produce a heritable conformational and phenotypic switch may
provide a selective advantage.

Diverse growth phenotypes produced by [PSI+]
We compared the growth characteristics of [PSI+] and [psi-] cells in
more than 150 phenotypic assays (Table 1, Supplementary Informa-
tion, and data not shown) including growth on fermentable and
non-fermentable carbon sources (Figs 1, 2a and 3), on simple and
complex nitrogen sources in the presence of salts and metals (Fig. 2b),
in the presence of inhibitors of diverse cellular processes, such as
DNA replication, signalling, protein glycosylation, and microtubule
dynamics (Fig. 2c), under general stress conditions, and at different
temperatures (Fig. 4). We examined cells from seven different
genetic backgrounds to distinguish traits that might be a universal
feature of acquiring the [PSI+] state from those that might be
speci®c to individual genomes. In each genetic background we
created fresh, stable isogenic [PSI+] and [psi-] pairs by guanidine
hydrochloride curing24. This procedure ensured that phenotypic
differences detected would be due to the direct effects of [PSI+] on
gene expression and physiology, rather than to secondary genetic
changes that might have occurred during long-term culture. Each
strain had a different intrinsic level of [PSI+]-mediated nonsense
suppression (data not shown), as measured with a series of b-
galactosidase test constructs9. Suppression levels ranged from a low
of 0.2, 0.6 and 0.8% (in strain D1142-1A) to a high of 1.7, 4.5 and
16% (in strain 5V-H19) for the UAA, UAG and UGA codons,
respectively in the context of this reporter gene.

We also examined NM deletion strains in two backgrounds (74D-
694 and 33G-D373). These strains are deleted for the entire N and M
regions of Sup35. The NM region of Sup35 might have a function
other than prion maintenance, and this function might be inacti-
vated by structural occlusion when the protein acquires the [PSI+]
state. NM deletion mutants (DNM) would exhibit phenotypes
associated with the loss of this putative function but not phenotypes
due to [PSI+], because they are obligately [psi-]18.

Yeast cells undergo many physiological changes in the transition
between growth stages. Extreme care was taken to ensure that each
strain pair was examined at the same growth stage. Mid-log phase
cells grown in rich medium (YPD; ref. 25) were serially diluted in
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Table 1 Phenotypic testing of [PSI+] / [psi–] isogenic strain pairs
74D+ 74D- 33G+ 33G- SL+ SL - D11+ D11- 5V+ 5V - 10B+ 10B- Bsc+ Bsc-

Carbon sources
Fermentable
Dextrose 2% (YPD) pH 6.8 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R
Dextrose (YPD) pH 6 5R 5R 4M 4M 5R 5R 1S 4M 5R 4M 5R 5R 5R 5R
Dextrose (YPD) pH 4.9 4S 4Sc 1S 1Sc 4R 4R NG NG 5M 5M 5M 5R 4M 4M
Galactose 2% 5M 5Mc 4S 4Sc 5M 5M 5R 5R 5S NG 5R 5R 5R 5R
Lactate 2% 5M 5M 2M 4M 5R 5R NG NG 5R 5R 5M 5M 5R 5R

Nonfermentable
K-Acetate 3% 5R 5R 5S 5M

a
5R 5R 4S 4S 5R 5R 5M 5R 5R 5R

Ethanol 3% 5M 5M 2M 4Mc 5R 5R 5R 5S 5R 5R 5M 5M 5R 5R

Nitrogen sources
allantoin 1 mg ml–1 NG NG NG NG 2S 1S NG NG 2S 2S 1V 3S NG NG
ammonia 1 mg ml–1 NG NG NG NG 2S 1S NG NG 1S 2S 1S 3S NG NG
glutamate 1 mg ml–1 4V 4Vc NG NG 5V 5V NG NG 1S 5S 2S 5S NG NG
glutamine 1 mg ml–1 1V 1Vc NG NG 4S 4S NG NG NG 5V 5V 5S NG NG
ornithine 1 mg ml–1 4S 3Sc NG NG 5S 5S NG NG 1V 5S 5V 5S NG NG
proline 1 mg ml–1 2S 1Sc NG NG 4S 4S NG NG NG 5S 2V 5S NG NG
serine 1 mg ml–1 2V 1Vc NG NG 3S 2S NG NG NG 2S 2V 5S NG NG
threonine 1 mg ml–1 2S 1Sc NG NG 3S 3S NG NG NG 5S 5V 5S NG NG

Salts and metals
BaCl2 50 mM 5R 5R NG NG 5R 5R 5M 5R 5M 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R
CaCl2 0.5 M 5M 5M 5M 5M 5M 5M NG NG 5V NG 5M 5R 5M 5M
CdCl2 20 µM 2S 2Mc 4S 4Ma 2M 5M 5M 3S 5M 5R 2V 4S NG NG
CoCl2 750 µM 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R
CsCl 25 mM 5R 5R 4M 4Mc 5M 5M 3V 4M 5M 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R
CsCl 0.1 M NG NG NG NG 5R 5R NG NG NG NG NG NG 5R 2R
CuSO4 2.5 mM 3M 3M 5M 5R 4M 4M 4M 4R 4M 5R 5M 5R 4M 5R
CuSO4 5 mM 4M 4Mc 3S 3Sc 5M 5M 3S 5R 5S 5R 5M 5R 5R 5R
CuSO4 10 mM NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG 1S 2S 5M 3M 5M
LiCl 50 mM 5R 5R 2V 1Vc 5R 5R 5M 5M 5S 2V 5R 5R 5R 5R
LiCl 0.15 M 3S 4Ra NG NG 4M 4R NG NG NG NG 3S 2V 5M 4M
MgCl2 0.5 M 4R 4R 5R 5R 4R 4R 4R 4R 5M 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R
MnCl2 4 mM 5R 5R NG NG 5M 5R 1M 3M 5M 5M 5M 5M 4S 4S
NaCl 0.3 M 5R 5R 2S NGa 4M 4M 4M 4M 4M 4V 5R 5R 5R 5R
NaCl 0.7 M 4M 4M NG NG 5M 5M 3M 3S 3S 3V 5M 5M 5M 5M
ZnCl2 2.5 mM 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5M 5R 5M 5R 5M 5R 5M 5R
ZnCl2 5 mM 5M 5Ra 4Sb 4M 5M 5R 4V 5M 2V 5R 5S 5M 5M 5R

Inhibitors
anisomycin 20 µg ml–1 1S 1Sc 5M 2Sc 2M 5R NG NG 2V 2R 3S 5M 5R 5R
benomyl 1 µg ml–1 (37 °C) 5M 5M 5M 5M 5R 5R 5R 5R 4S 3S 5M 5R 5S 5R
benomyl 20 µg ml–1 5M 5M 5M 5M 5M 5M 4S 4M 5R 5M 5M 5M 4M 4M
benomyl 20 µg ml–1 (37 °C) 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5S 5S 4M 4S 2V 3S 1V 3V
benomyl 40 µg ml–1 4S 4Sc 3V 5Sc 4M 5M 1S 3S 4S 3V 3S 5M 3S 4M
bleomycin 10 µg ml–1 3S 4Mc 3M NGa 3S 4M NG NG NG 3S NG 4M 5M 5M
caffeine 10 mM 4M 4M 4R 4M 4R 4M 5R 5R 5M 3V 5R 5R NG NG
calcofluor white 1 mg ml–1 5S 5Mc

4V 4Mc
3S 4M 2M 4R 5M 5R 5M 5R NG NG

canavanine 30 µM (SD-arg) 5R 5R 5V 5Vc 5R 5R NG NG 5M 5R NG NG 5S 5S
camptothecin 5 µg ml–1 4M 4M 3S 3S 4M 4M 2S 4S 5M 5M 5M 5M 5S 5S
cycloheximide 0.2 µg ml–1 2V 2V 5R 5R 1V 4S NG NG NG NG 5R 4V 3V 3S
cycloheximide 3 µg ml–1 NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG 4M NG NG NG
diamide 1 mM 5M 5M 4M 5Ma 5M 5M 4M 4M 4M 4M 4M 4M 4M 4M
diamide 1.5 mM NG NGc 3S 4Mc 4M 3M 4S 4M 4S 4M 5M 5M 2S NG
ethanol 6% 5R 5Rc 4M 4Mc 5R 5R 5R 3M 5R 5R 4R 4R 4R 4R
ethanol 10% 5R 5Ma 3S 1Sa 4R 4R 5R 5R 5M 2S 3M 3M 4R 3R
D-his 0.5 mM (L-pro) 2S 2Sc 5S 5Sc 5R 5R 5S 2V 5R 5R NG NG 4M 4M
hydroxyurea 0.1 M 5M 5Mc 4S 4Sc 4M 4M 4S 4S 5V 5R 5M 5R 5R 5R
neomycin 5 mg ml–1 5R 5R 4S 4S 5R 5R 3S 4M 5S 4V 5R 5R 5R 5R
4-NQO 2.5 µg ml–1 1S 1S 5M 5M 2M 3M NG  NG 3M 4M 1V 2S NG NG
nystatin 2 µg ml–1 5M 5M 5S 5S 5M 5M 4V 4V 5R 5R 5R 5R 5V 5V
oligomycin 1 µg ml–1 (YPGE) 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5S 5R 5R 5R 5R
oligomycin 2.5 µg ml–1 (YPGE) 5V 5V 5M 5M 3V 3V 5S 5V 5M 5S 4R 4R 5M 5M
oligomycin 5 µg ml–1 (YPGE) 3V 3V 5V 5Ma 3V 3V 5V 5V 5V 5V 4R 4R 5M 5M
paraquat 1 mM 5S 5S 5R 5Ma 1V 4S NG NG 5S 5S 5S 5M 5M 5M
paraquat 5 mM 4S 1Sa 3S 3Sc NG NG NG NG NG NG NG 4S 2S 2S
paromomycin 100 µg ml–1 5M 5M 4S 4Sc 5M 5M 4S 4M 4S 5M 5M 5M 5M 5M
paromomycin 200 µg ml–1 5M 5M 3S 3S 5M 5M 3S 4M 4S 5M 5M 5M 5M 5M
rapamycin 0.1 µg ml–1 5M 5Sa 1V 1V 4M 4M NG NG 4M 5R 5M 5R NG NG
staurosporine 1 µg ml–1 (37 °C) 5S 4Mc 4V 4Vc 5M 5M 5R 5R 5S 5S 5M 5M 1V 4S
vanadate (no KCl) NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG 1V 2M NG NG NG NG

Miscellaneous
K-Acetate + PB 5R 5R 3S 4M 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5V 5R 5R 5R

Osmotic stress
KCl 1.3 M 4M 4M 5S 5S 5S 5S 4M 4M 2S 1S 3M 4M 3M 2M

Temperature
13 °C (YPD) 5R 5Rc 1S 1S 4S 5R 3S 5R 5S 5R 5S 5R 5S 5R
24 °C (YPD) 5R 5R 4R 5Ra 5R 5R 5M 5R 5R 5R 5M 5R 5M 5R
37 °C (YPD) 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 5R 4S 4M 5R 4R 5R
13 °C (SD) 4R 4Rc NG NG 4S 5R 3S 5R 5S 5R 5S 5R 5S 5R
24 °C (SD) 5R 5R 4R 4R 5R 5R 4R 5R 5R 5R 4M 5R 5R 5R
37 °C (SD) 5R 5R 5R 5R 4R 4R 5R 5R 1M NG 1M 2R 5R 5R

Thermotolerance M+ M M M L L H H+ M M H H M M

Ethanol gradient H H M M H H M+ M L L M M M M
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5-fold increments and spotted onto test plates. Amino-acid supple-
ments, added in parallel experiments, did not alter growth patterns
(not shown), establishing that phenotypic differences between
isogenic [PSI+] and [psi-] cells were not owing to secondary effects
of suppressing auxotrophic markers these strains contained. Most of
the strains carried adenine mutations, some of which were sup-
pressed by [PSI+]. These produced the expected differences in red/
white colony colour on YPD medium7. However, on this medium
the growth rates of the [PSI+] derivatives in each of our isogenic
pairs were always very similar to those of the corresponding [psi-]
derivatives (Fig. 1, left).

In contrast, marked growth differences were observed between
isogenic [PSI+] and [psi-] derivatives on many test plates. For
example, when the pH of the YPD medium was changed from 6.8
to 6.0 by the addition of sodium acetate, the [psi-] derivative grew
better than the [PSI+] strain in the D1142-1A background (Fig. 1,
right), but in the 5V-H19 background [PSI+] cells grew better than
[psi-] cells. Differences in the growth properties of isogenic [PSI+]
and [psi-] cells under our test conditions are highlighted in Table 1.
Representative raw data are shown in Figs 1±5. These growth
differences were highly reliable. Within experiments, YPD control
plates (periodically interspersed with test plates) con®rmed that
cells were consistently spotted at the same densities with the same
ef®ciencies, and the same phenotypic distinctions appeared in
repeat experiments (data not shown).

In nearly half of the conditions tested, [PSI+] exerted a substantial
effect in at least some strains and in more than 25% of these tests, its
effect was positive. The changes in growth were highly idiosyncratic
(Table 1 and Fig. 2). Each strain exhibited a unique constellation of
phenotypes. In some cases very modest changes in conditions
produced large growth differences between isogenic [PSI+] and
[psi-] cells. In others, conditions that inhibited growth affected
[PSI+] and [psi-] cells similarly. Simple patterns were not readily
discernible. For example, in both the 10B-H49 and 5V-H19 back-
grounds, [PSI+] inhibited growth on several nitrogen sources.
However, under many other test conditions the phenotypic changes
induced by [PSI+] in 10B-H49 diverged from those in 5V-H19.
Moreover, in the SL1010-1A and 74D-694 backgrounds, [PSI+]
enhanced growth on some nitrogen sources.

In the presence of the alkali metal caesium (25 mM; Table 1,
Fig. 2b), [PSI+] had little effect on most strains, but strongly
inhibited growth in the D1142-1A background. In the BSC783/4c
background, [PSI+] strongly enhanced growth, but only when the
concentration of caesium was raised to 100 mM. In the presence of
the alkali metal lithium, [PSI+] inhibited growth in 74D-694, but
enhanced growth in a concentration-dependent manner in both the
5V-H19 and 10B-H49 backgrounds. In the presence of inhibitors
that affect a wide variety of cellular processes26,27 (many of which are

naturally occurring antimicrobial agents28), [PSI+] produced an
equally divergent range of phenotypes (Fig. 2c, Table 1).

In some cases [PSI+] changed the rate of colony growth: on YPD,
pH 6.0 (strain 5V-H19; Fig. 1) or 3% ethanol (strain D1142-1A;
Fig. 2a), [PSI+] and [psi-] cells yielded similar numbers of colonies,
but [psi-] colonies grew more slowly. In other cases, [PSI+] altered
the extent to which cultures could be diluted and still yield viable
colonies: on lactate (33G-D373) or anisomycin (SL1010-1A), [PSI+]
and [psi-] colonies were almost the same size, but [psi-] cells could
be diluted further and still grow. In many cases, both growth
parameters were affected (Table 1 and Fig. 2). Under some condi-
tions, [PSI+] completely inhibited growth (on bleomycin, strains
5V-H19 and 10B-H49; Fig. 2c) or enabled growth when it was
otherwise inhibited (33G-D373 on bleomycin, Fig. 2c, or 5V-H19
on galactose, Fig. 2a).

Morphological changes in [PSI+] colonies
[PSI+] also produced marked changes in colony morphology. When
cells were plated onto media with 3% acetate as a sole carbon source
(Fig. 3) 5V-H19 [PSI+] cells produced unusually large colonies with
a puckered, dimpled surface (Fig. 3a). The colony morphologies of
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Table 1 Phenotypic testing of [PSI+]/[psi-] isogenic strain pairs. The unique pattern of

phenotypes produced by [PSI+] in each strain background are designated by colour. Blue,

change in colony morphology; green, enhanced growth in the [psi-] derivative; gold,

enhanced growth in [PSI+], with more intense colours showing a stronger effect.

Exponentially growing cells in YPD were serially diluted (5-fold from 1´106 cells ml-1),

plated and scored for growth in two ways: numbers designate the highest dilution that

produced signi®cant growth in repeat experiments, and letters indicate growth rates (R,

rapid; M, medium; S, slow; V, very slow; and NG, no growth). Superscripts are used in

cases where a change in growth was evident in a corresponding DNM strain: a indicates

growth similar to [psi-]; b indicates similar to [PSI+]; and c indicates different from either

[PSI+] or [psi-]. For stress assays H, M and L are high, medium, and low growth rates,

respectively, and plus indicates slightly increased tolerance. Additional conditions tested

can be found in the Supplementary Information. The base medium for carbon and nitrogen

source plates was prepared as described27. Metals and inhibitors26,27 were added to YPD

medium, after it was autoclaved and cooled to 55 8C. Abbreviations and additives: AntA,

antimycin A; +KCl, 0.5M KCl, PB, phloxine B. The inhibitors used target the several

cellular processes26,28 (see also Supplementary Information). The solvents used were

tested separately in YPD plating assays and had no effect on growth (data not shown).

YPD pH 6.8
[PSI]

+

–
74D

+

–
33G

+

–
SL

+

–
D11

+

–
5V

+

–
10B

+

–
Bsc

YPD pH 6.0

Figure 1 [PSI+] does not alter growth on standard rich media (YPD, pH 6.8), but causes

strain-speci®c changes at pH 6.0. Exponentially growing [PSI+] and [psi-] derivatives

(30 8C in YPD) of different strain backgrounds were serially diluted 5-fold, spotted on the

indicated media and incubated at 30 8C. Strains: 74D, 74-D694 (MAT a, ade1-14, trp1-

289, his3-D200, ura3-52, leu2-3,112; from Y. Chernoff44); 33G, 33G-D373 (MAT a,

pheA10, his7-1, lys9-A21, trp1-289, ade 2-144,717, ura3-52, leu2-3,112; from Y.

Chernoff45); SL, SL1010-1A (MAT a, ade1-14, met 8-1, leu2-1, his5-2, trp1-1, ura 3-52;

from S. W. Liebman46); D11, D1142-1A (MAT a, aro7, cyc1, his4, leu2, lys2-187, met8-

1, trp5-48, ura3; from F. Sherman47,48); 5V, 5V-H19 (MAT a, ade2-1, can1-100, leu2-

3,112, ura3-52, SUQ5; from M. D. Ter-Avanesyan49); 10B, 10B-H49u (MAT a, ade2-1,

lys1-1, his3-11,15, leu2-3,112, kar1-1, ura3::kanMX4; from M. D. Ter-Avanesyan18;

and BSC, BSC783/4c (MAT a, ade2-1, SUQ5, leu2-3,112, ura3-1, his3-11, his3-15;

from M. Tuite32). Strains 5V-H19, 10B-H49, and BSC783/4c share common ancestry as

do the strains 74D-694, 33G-D373, and SL1010-1A.

R
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5V-H19 diploids were less extreme than those of haploids (not
shown), but neither haploids nor diploids of the [psi-] derivative
were affected (Fig. 3b and data not shown). Notably, in this case
both [PSI+] and [psi-] cells grew at similar rates with similar plating
ef®ciencies.

Individual cells from puckered colonies had normal morpholo-
gies by light and electron microscopy and revealed normal bud-scar
distributions by calco¯uor white staining29 (H.L.T., T. Kowal and
S.L.L., data not shown). Perhaps related to this difference in colony
morphology, 5V-H19 [PSI+] cells were more ¯occulant than [psi-]
cells, forming clumps when growing in liquid media. This colony
morphology phenotype provided a vivid illustration of the ten-
dency of yeast cells to switch spontaneously between [PSI+] states
during normal growth7,30. Figure 3c displays a large, puckered
colony that arose in a group of 5V-H19 [psi-] cells on acetate
medium. Further analysis (for example, guanidine hydrochloride
curing24) established that this colony phenotype was due to a
spontaneous conversion to the [PSI+] state.

Interaction with agents affecting translation
[PSI+] is a prion form of the translation termination factor that
changes the ®delity of protein synthesis. As translational ®delity is
already compromized in [PSI+] cells, other modulators of protein
synthesis might be expected to show a common response to
[PSI+]. Indeed, growth at lower temperatures is known to increase
nonsense suppression31 and in ®ve of the seven genetic back-
grounds, on both rich (YPD) and minimal (SC) media25, [psi-]
derivatives grew better than [PSI+] derivatives at 13 8C. However,
at the standard temperature (30 8C) antibiotics that speci®cally
affect translational ®delity (anisomycin, neomycin and paromo-
mycin), [PSI+] sometimes increased and sometimes decreased
growth (Fig. 2c and Table 1). Apparently, the strain-speci®c effects
of [PSI+] on growth supersede the direct action of the translation
inhibitors.

Are there common biological effects of [PSI+]?
In examining reasons for the conservation of this prion, one
possibility is that [PSI+] might enhance stress tolerance by increas-
ing heat-shock protein (Hsp) synthesis32. Hsps increase survival
during exposure to heat, ethanol and other environmental stresses,

with the general signal for their induction being an increase in the
cellular concentration of misfolded protein33,34. [PSI+]-mediated
read-through of stop codons might produce misfolded proteins in
suf®cient quantity to trigger this induction. Supporting this
hypothesis, all three previously tested [PSI+] strains exhibited
greater ethanol tolerance than their isogenic [psi-] derivatives and
two of the three showed greater heat tolerance32.

We examined ethanol tolerance in our seven freshly created
isogenic pairs, by growing them on agar plates containing 4%
dextrose as a carbon source and a gradient of ethanol (from 0 to
10%) (Fig. 4a)32. Each genetic background had a different intrinsic
tolerance to ethanol, but it made little difference whether the strains
were [PSI+] or [psi-]. We examined heat tolerance by treating cells at
37 8C, exposing them to 50 8C for various periods, and plating to
determine the number of colony forming units remaining (Fig. 4b).
Again, each genetic background exhibited a different intrinsic level
of tolerance. In most cases [PSI+] had no effect, but it slightly
increased survival in the 74D-694 background (20 min and 30 min
time points) and slightly decreased survival in the D1142-1A back-
ground (30 min and 45 min time points). Finally, the presence or
absence of [PSI+] did not correlate with the rate of growth at high
temperatures (37 8C, Table 1). [PSI+] might be involved in stress
tolerance under natural growth conditions not mimicked by these
experiments, but its effects in standard laboratory tests were neither
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LithiumCesium

Figure 2 [PSI+] affects growth in different ways in different genetic backgrounds.

a, Representative growth differences on media containing ethanol, galactose or lactate as

the sole carbon source. b, Growth on media containing caesium (left) at 25 mM (100 mM

for the strain BSC783/4c) or lithium (right) at 150 mM (50 mM for the strains D1142-1A

and 5V-H19). c, Growth on media containing the antibiotics bleomycin (10 mg ml-1),

anisomycin (20 mg ml-1) and benomyl (40 mg ml-1). Cells were grown and plated as

described in Fig. 1 and Table 1.

Figure 3 Colony morphology changes produced by [PSI+] in strain 5V-H19. Cells were

grown in YPD medium, diluted, spotted onto medium containing potassium acetate as the

sole carbon source and grown at 30 8C. a, [PSI+] colonies; b, [psi-] colonies.

c, Spontaneous appearance of a [PSI+] colony within a group of [psi-] cells.
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strong nor consistent.
Of the many effects on growth we observed in response to [PSI+],

in only one case did it affect all backgrounds. In all seven strain pairs,
[PSI+] derivatives grew more slowly than their isogenic [psi-]
derivative on media containing 5 mM ZnCl2 (Fig. 5). [PSI+] also
affected all six of the strains that were capable of growth in the
presence of calco¯uor white in the same way (Table 1). Given the
number and variety of phenotypes examined, such effects might
occur by chance, but it is possible that zinc metabolism or cell-wall
biosynthesis re¯ect common physiological effects of [PSI+].

NM-speci®c phenotypes
Another explanation for the conservation of the prion-determining
region is that it has a function separate from its role in [PSI+]
formation35. This possibility is supported by the fact that NM
deletions produced distinct phenotypes in our assays. The most
dramatic effect occurred during growth in the presence of benomyl,
a microtubule-destabilizing agent. We examined benomyl toxicity
extensively (Table 1 and Fig. 2c) because certain mutations in
SUP35 increase sensitivity to benomyl36. Under conditions where
benomyl reduced cell growth, [PSI+] generally reduced it further,
but in the 5V-H19 background [PSI+] increased growth. Thus,
benomyl does not reveal a common biological effect of [PSI+].
However, in the two backgrounds tested, DNM mutants grew better
in the presence of benomyl than did either of their isogenic [PSI+] or
[psi-] variants. When considered with the previous data on the

SUP35 mutants36, these results indicate that benomyl may perturb a
function of the NM region.

Other effects of NM deletions are shown in Table 1. NM-deletion
phenotypes were occasionally similar to those of the [psi-] deriva-
tive or the [PSI+] derivative, but most commonly were distinct from
either. These observations support the notion that NM might play a
role in yeast biology that is distinct from its role in [PSI+] formation.

Discussion
We have demonstrated that the [PSI+] element of the yeast
S. cerevisiae provides a means to unveil silent genetic information
to produce new heritable phenotypes. In the context of an indivi-
dual cell, [PSI+] allows alternative heritable phenotypes to be
encoded by a single genome. In the context of diverging populations
it provides a vast array of new phenotypic states with unique growth
advantages and disadvantages. We propose that the epigenetic and
metastable nature of [PSI+], associated with the fundamental process
of translation, potentiates survival in a ¯uctuating environment and
provides a conduit for the evolution of new traits.

Yeast cells spontaneously switch from the [psi-] to the [PSI+]
state30, with rates generally varying between 1 in 105 to 1 in 107.
Thus, once a population has reached an appreciable size, some of its
genetically identical members will have acquired a new, heritable
phenotype. If the environment does not favour this phenotype, the
loss of these cells will have a minimal impact on the ®tness of that
genotype. If the environment does favour it, the original genotype
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Figure 4 Stress tolerance in [PSI+] and [psi-] derivatives. a, For ethanol tolerance, cells

were spotted at equal densities (1 ´ 106 cells ml-1) on plates containing a gradient of

ethanol from 0 to 10% in 0.25´ YEPD media32 b, For induced thermotolerance, cells in

log phase (4 ´ 106 cells ml-1) were incubated at 37 8C for 30 min and transferred to 50 8C

for the indicated times. Cells were serially diluted 5-fold in YPD, plated on YPD, and grown

at 30 8C. Heat-shock inhibited colour development in 74D-694, but simultaneous plating

to media lacking adenine demonstrated that most cells remained in the [PSI+] state.

Figure 5 [PSI+] negatively affects the growth of all seven strain backgrounds in the presence of 5mM ZnCl2. Cells were grown and plated as described in Table 1.
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can thrive even if the original phenotype is disfavoured. Once
progeny with the new phenotype have reached suf®cient densities,
the spontaneous appearance of [psi-] derivatives will ensure that the
original phenotype is available should the environment change.

[PSI+] allows cells to occupy a new niche without foregoing their
capacity to occupy the old. If the new phenotype remains advanta-
geous, the size of the growing population increases the likelihood
that mutations will arise to eliminate stop codons that are relevant
to the phenotype and require [PSI+] for read-through. These would
make that phenotype more robust and ®x the trait; cells would
retain the phenotype upon reversion to the [psi-] state (presumably
normal translation ®delity will generally be favoured in nature). By
this mechanism, [PSI+] could facilitate the evolution of new traits.

How might such a system evolve and be maintained? We suggest
three different, not exclusive possibilities. First, the self-perpetuat-
ing conformational change that that drives [PSI+] inheritance might
have arisen as an inadvertent consequence of some aspect of the NM
sequence that is required for another function of this region. Our
data are consistent with a separate NM function, as are recent
®ndings that NM interacts with Sla1, an actin-binding protein35.
Second, yeast might so commonly occupy ¯uctuating environments
(eg. warm, nutrient-replete summers versus cool, nutrient-poor
winters) that [PSI+] could be maintained as a means of alternating
between heritable phenotypic states adapted to these ¯uctuations.
Finally, the natural environment occupied by S. cerevisiae during its
evolution may have been suf®ciently erratic to provide the pressure
required to maintain a global mechanism for exploiting genome-
wide variation to produce new phenotypes.

[PSI+] is a suppressor of nonsense codon mutations in genetic
markers37. Presumably, the wealth of new phenotypes we observe in
[PSI+] strains results from the read-through of two classes of
naturally occurring nonsense codons: those located in open reading
frames (ORFs) that have acquired inactivating stop-codon muta-
tions (ISCMs) and those employed as natural translation-termina-
tion signals at the 39 ends of active genes. ORFs might accumulate
ISCMs when gene duplications eliminate selective constraints
(,16% of the S. cerevisiae proteome is present in duplicate38), or
when growth conditions alter selective pressures39. The phenotypic
diversity generated from these ORFs by [PSI+] would depend upon
which ORFs had acquired ISCMs, the frequency of their read-
through, and the presence of additional mutations they may have
acquired while in the inactive state. Any phenotypic diversity
generated from the 39 untranslated regions would depend upon
the context of the stop codon and the coding potential of the
downstream sequence. The 39 untranslated regions of most genes
are naturally under less constraint than coding sequences and are
highly polymorphic40. [PSI+]-mediated read-through might alter
the stability of the messenger RNA, its capacity to be translated, and
the function or stability of the encoded protein.

Many read-through events may have little phenotypic conse-
quence, and others may have strong effects. In either case, the
interplay between nonsense-mediated decay and translation
termination41 might increase accumulation of the read-through
transcript. Feedback regulation by the gene product might reduce
it. Each primary event may produce many secondary and tertiary
changes in gene expression and some, but not all, of these may
contribute to phenotypic change. Preliminary DNA microarray
analysis of [PSI+]-induced changes in the mRNA populations of
the seven strain pairs (H.L.T., V. Iyer, P. Brown and S.L.L., unpub-
lished observations) together with the existence of many potential
ORFs with single nonsense codons (H.L.T., J. Henikoff, S. Henikoff
and S.L.L., unpublished observations) in the only S. cerevisiae strain
whose genome has been sequenced (http://genome-www.stanford.
edu/Saccharomyces/)42 indicate it will not be trivial to pinpoint the
causes of [PSI+]-induced phenotypic variation. However, continu-
ing advances in genomics and proteomics should make such an
understanding attainable.

It may also be possible directly to test the effects of [PSI+] on the
evolution of phenotypic and genetic diversity. We obtained [PSI+]
and [psi-] strain pairs from several laboratories, and they were
assumed to be isogenic. However, when the [PSI+] derivatives were
cured of the prion (converted to [psi-]) they were phenotypically
distinct from the original [psi-] derivatives. It may be that indepen-
dent errors in strain husbandry occurred in each laboratory. It
seems more likely that selective pressures from [PSI+]-induced
changes in gene expression led, during the years the strains were
cultured, to the selection of genetic variants.

We previously proposed another mechanism for uncovering
hidden genetic variation and facilitating the process of evolutionary
change in Drosophila and other eukaryotes43. That mechanism
involves environmentally induced changes in the capacity of the
protein chaperone Hsp90 to maintain the activity of metastable
regulatory proteins. There are many differences in the manner that
Hsp90 and [PSI+] uncover variation. The former employs mende-
lian re-assortment of pre-existing variation and several rounds of
selection for traits to become heritable and ®xed. The latter involves
an epigenetic change that produces heritable phenotypes in a single,
readily reversible step, with additional mutations required for
®xation. Both provide mechanisms for unveiling pre-existing varia-
tion in a combinatorial, genome-wide manner that converts neutral,
or near-neutral, mutations to a non-neutral state. Such mechanisms
may be present more broadly than previously suspected and exert an
important in¯uence on the rates and mechanisms of evolutionary
change. M
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